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Abstract—This paper presents several freestanding bandpass
mesh filters fabricated using an SU-8-based micromachining
technique. The important geometric feature of the filters, which
SU8 is able to increase, is the thickness of the cross-shaped micro-
machined slots. This is five times its width. This thickness offers
an extra degree of control over the resonance characteristics.
The large thickness not only strengthens the structures, but also
enhances the resonance quality factor ( -factor). A 0.3-mm-thick,
single-layer, mesh filter resonant at 300 GHz has been designed
and fabricated and its performance verified. The measured
-factor is 16.3 and the insertion loss is 0.98 dB. Two multi-layer
filter structures have also been demonstrated. The first one is a
stacked structure of two single mesh filters producing a double
thickness, which achieved a further increased -factor of 27. This
is over six times higher than a thin mesh filter. The second multi-
layer filter is an electromagnetically coupled structure forming a
two-pole filter. The coupling characteristics are discussed based
on experimental and simulation results. These thick mesh filters
can potentially be used for sensing and material characterization
at millimeter-wave and terahertz frequencies.
Index Terms—Filters, frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs),
micromachining, millimeter-wave (mm-wave) devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
A MESH filter is an important frequency-selective compo-nent in many millimeter-wave (mm-wave) and terahertz
(THz) systems. It is also known as a frequency-selective
surface (FSS). Mesh filters have been widely used as fil-
ters, beam splitters, reflectors, and as special electromagnetic
boundaries [1]. In the past few years, bandpass and bandstop
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mesh filters have also been used as resonators for sensing
purposes [2], [3]. It is worth noting that the mesh filter is
traditionally called a “filter.” However, essentially, a single
mesh filter can be treated as a resonator. It has been shown
that different formations, binding states, or concentrations
of some important biomolecules exhibit different refraction
index and absorption coefficients at THz frequencies. Thus,
when the resonator is loaded with the material of concern,
its resonance frequency shifts and resonance quality factor
( -factor) changes depending on the complex permittivity of
the material. For instance, the dielectric properties of single-
and double-stranded DNA can be distinguished in this way
[2]. The FSS has also been used to characterize liquid crystals
at mm-wave frequencies [4]. Resonant structures have been
widely used at microwave frequencies for material characteri-
zation. With the increasing demand for knowledge of material
properties at THz frequencies [5]–[10] from device and system
engineers, it is anticipated that more THz resonator techniques
will emerge. Compared with time-domain spectroscopy (TDS),
resonator-based techniques, when coupled with frequency-do-
main network analysis, offer higher sensitivity and frequency
resolution. Although this is a band-limited technique, it is able
to increase the sensitivity to binding states of DNA by 1000
times over TDS and to detect material quantities on the order
of femtomoles [11], [12]. The high sensitivity comes from
the increased interaction length, time, and power density as
the sample is exposed to oscillating and enhanced THz waves
within the confined regions of the resonators. The detection
sensitivity depends on the -factor of the resonator as well as
the interaction region between the electromagnetic fields and
materials [13]. -factors quantify the sharpness of resonance
curves in the frequency domain. A sharper curve enables the
detection of smaller changes of the resonance frequency.
A mesh filter is a popular choice for free-space applications.
Most existing mesh filters are made from thin metal wires or
sheets or patterned thin films on substrates such as silicon or
polymers. Usually the thickness of metal mesh structures is very
small compared with wavelength and dimensions of the pat-
terned features, so the fringe fields beyond the mesh surface can
be significant. The loaded -factor of a mesh filter is generally
very low. Melo et al. [14] reviewed 19 cross-shaped mesh filters
(bandpass) ranging from 138 GHz to 14 THz all with -factors
less than 7.3. In [15], a cross-shaped mesh filter on glass sub-
strate exhibited a -factor of 7.5 at 480 GHz, whereas the filter
used for DNA sensing [3] had a -factor of only 1.1 at 0.8 THz.
In this work, a thick mesh filter has been developed; the thick-
ness of the mesh filter is over a quarter of a wavelength, nearly
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Fig. 1. Diagram of one unit cell of the mesh filter with cross-shaped slots.
five times the slot width. This essentially introduces guided re-
gions in the slots and transforms the mesh filter from a sur-
face structure to a volumetric one. By doing so, fringe fields
are suppressed, more electromagnetic fields concentrate within
the slots and the -factor is significantly enhanced.
Thin-film photolithography is not capable of forming such
a thick structure. Bulk micromachining techniques have to be
resorted to. Previously, a freestanding FSS of 12.5- m thick-
ness and with a smallest line feature of 20 m was fabricated by
silicon deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) [16]. An even thicker
THz mesh filter of 2 mm in depth, 25 times the slot-width, was
fabricated using X-ray LIGA [17]. In both cases, the purpose for
introducing the thickness was to enhance mechanical strength.
This paper, however, focuses on the electromagnetic character-
istics and advantages that thickness engenders. The thick mesh
filter is fabricated using a micromachining technique based on
thick photoresist SU-8. This is a simple and potentially low-cost
fabrication method and yet provides better surface quality of the
structure than laser or DRIE based methods. The technique has
been successfully used to produce mm-wave 3-D air-filled de-
vices of more complicated structures [18].
II. DESIGN
Fig. 1 shows one unit-cell of the mesh filter with cross-shaped
slots. The critical dimensions are the period of the cells, the
length of the cross, the width of the slot, and the thickness
. 0.625 mm and 0.0625 mm are fixed in this study.
The fundamental resonant frequency of the cell is mainly de-
termined by . For a chosen thickness is adjusted so that
the mesh filter resonates at 300 GHz. The resonance shifts up-
wards by 1.9% with increasing from 0.01 to 0.10 mm, and by
0.9% from 0.1 to 0.3 mm. This can be seen from Fig. 2, where
has to be increased in order to keep the resonance at 300 GHz.
When is over 0.3 mm, this increasing trend becomes negli-
gible, and the resonance frequency is no longer sensitive to the
thickness. However, the loaded -factor increases linearly with
the thickness. This thickness-enhanced -factor was the main
motivation of this work. For a 0.3 mm thick mesh filter
resonant at 300 GHz, the length is found to be 0.527 mm by
full-wave simulations [19]. This is in good agreement with the
calculated value of 0.531 mm from the empirical formula de-
rived by Möller et al. [20].
The mesh filter is essentially a resonant structure interacting
with plane waves. Its equivalent circuit can be represented by
Fig. 2. Relationship between the thickness of the mesh and the length of
the cross for a 300-GHz mesh filter. It also shows the increase of the loaded
-factor with the thickness.
Fig. 3(a). The resistance is to quantify the coupling (or
external -factor, ) between plane waves and the periodic
mesh structure, which is represented by a parallel resonant cir-
cuit with an unloaded -factor of . In the full-wave simula-
tions, if no loss is considered, the simulated -factor
, as tends to be infinite. If the conductor loss is con-
sidered (no dielectric loss is involved in this structure, which
is an advantage), a different loaded Q-value can be found, i.e.,
. Here, a 1.5- m-thick silver coating
with a surface roughness of 200 nm is assumed as a worst case
scenario, and a simple frequency-dependent surface-impedance
model is used (nine points between 280–320 GHz with a surface
resistance of 0.254 at 300 GHz) in the simulation. Then, the
unloaded -factor can be extracted from these two equa-
tions. For the 0.3-mm-thick mesh filter, the simulated -factors
are and , so is estimated to be 216.
is not sensitive to the thickness of the mesh filter whereas
the loaded -factors increase linearly with thickness as shown
in Fig. 2. For a “thin” structure (e.g., 0.01 mm ),
the is only 4.46. This is increased by over sixfold to 27.6
when 0.6 mm . This significant enhancement is a
result of more average energy stored within the guided region of
the slots introduced by the sheer thickness of the mesh structure.
It should be noted that there are other methods that can be
used on top of the thickness to increase the -factor of a single
mesh filter. Increasing the inter-element spacing reduces the
resonance bandwidth but at the cost of reduced transmission ef-
ficiency and increased side lobes. Oblique incidence could re-
sult in a reduced bandwidth [1]. Introducing transmission zeros
near the resonance can also sharpen the roll-off. Although this
can be more effective than the previous two methods, it requires
two interfering transmission paths through the mesh filter which
often involves more complicated cell structure [21]. Combining
the thickness with all or some of these methods can increase the
-factor by an order of magnitude or more. This paper only fo-
cuses on the effect of the thickness.
The above-mentioned resonance in the cross-shaped struc-
ture is related to the dipole-type of resonance along the slot
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Fig. 3. (a) Equivalent circuit of the cross-shaped mesh filter. and
are related to the coupling between the resonator and the input/output plane
waves. The resonance is represented by the parallel LCR circuit with an un-
loaded -factor of . (b) Coupling topology of a two-pole mesh filter, where
“1” and “2” denote the resonators (individual mesh filters) and “P1” and “P2”
are the ports (plane waves in this case).
Fig. 4. Simulated transmission responses of the mesh filters with 0.5 and
1.0 mm, respectively, over a broad frequency range. (Inset) Change of the 2nd
resonance frequency (thickness peak) with the thickness.
[1]. The thickness of the mesh filter brings about another res-
onance related to the waveguide mode in the guided channels.
The horizontal or vertical channels can be approximated by a
rectangular waveguide with a width of 0.527 mm and a
height of 0.0625 mm. Its TE cutoff frequency is there-
fore 285 GHz. Thus, when the depth of the channel approaches
half of the guided wavelength, the TE mode resonates. This
resonance frequency has a more prominent dependency on the
thickness, as can be seen from the simulated transmission re-
sponses in Fig. 4. The inset shows the change of this second
resonance with thickness exhibiting a nonlinear relation, which
is a signature of waveguide modes. This resonance has been re-
ferred to as “thickness peak” in [22]. When the thickness of the
mesh filter is over a quarter of a wavelength, the fundamental
resonance barely changes whereas the thickness peak shifts to
lower frequency. The two resonances eventually become degen-
erate. The closing-in of the “thickness peak” would broaden the
resonance and reduce the -factor. To overcome this, transmis-
sion zeros may be introduced in proximity of the resonance peak
in the frequency domain.
III. FABRICATION
The core material of the structure is SU-8-50 which is
completely metalized to form the mesh filter. SU-8 is a thick
photoresist sensitive to UV light and can be used to form 3-D
structures up to about 2 mm thick [23]. The process starts
with spin coating SU-8-50 on a 100 mm silicon wafer. The
thickness of the SU-8 layer was controlled by the weight. In this
case, 3.6 g SU-8 was applied to achieve the required 0.30-mm
thickness, as derived from previous calibrations. The edge
bead was removed to improve uniformity. The SU-8 covered
wafer was then placed on a leveled stage (with a tolerance of
0.1 ) for several hours for planarization. After that, the wafer
was baked at 65 C for 30 min and then at 95 C for 165 min.
A slow temperature ramp was used during the heat-up and
cool-down to minimize the residual stress in SU-8. Once the
wafer was cooled down after the soft-bake, it was exposed in
a Cannon PLA-501 mask aligner. Typically, the light coming
out of the UV lamp consists of three main lines at 365, 405,
and 436 nm. It is known that long wavelength UV light can
penetrate deeper into the SU-8 but is less effective in inducing
photo acid for cross-linking. So the wafer was first exposed
for 2 40 s with a L39 filter, only letting through lines above
400 nm to achieve deep penetration. Next, a PL360 filter was
used to allow the wafer to be exposed to the i-line at 365 nm
for another 2 40 s. A 2-min interval was introduced between
each 40-s exposure to avoid over-heating and to stabilize the
photoresist. A post-exposure bake was then conducted at 70 C
for 45 min to form sufficient cross-linking with relatively low
residual stress. The unexposed SU-8 was removed by devel-
oping in EC solvent (supplied by Dow Chemical Company)
for 25 min, assisted by vigorous magnetic stirring agitation.
To make the structure durable, it was hard-baked at 95 C
for 15 min. The patterned structure was then released from
the wafer by soaking in 10% NaOH solution for a few hours.
Finally, the released SU-8 structure was cleaned under oxygen
plasma for 30 s and metalized with silver using a Cressington
308R metal evaporator. A 50-nm chrome adhesion layer was
deposited before 1.5–2.0- m-thick silver was evaporated onto
all surfaces. This should be sufficient to avoid the skin-effect
problem at 300 GHz. The end corners of the cross-shaped
slots were rounded to a radius of 0.03 mm in order to further
relieve stress induced in SU-8 during thermal cycling. This
also reduces the current density in a beneficial way. The ratio
between the thickness and the slot width of the fabricated
mesh filters is 5:1. This ratio is only limited by the evaporation
method used here. It is a line-of-sight deposition technique. A
trench too deep will prevent sufficient materials from being
deposited onto the sidewalls. To metalize structures with a
higher aspect ratio, diffusive sputtering technique can be used
instead. It is also possible to thicken up the mesh structure by
using a more complicated multiple SU-8 deposition process
[18]. Alternatively, two metalized mesh filters can be stacked
on top of each other. Experimental results from such a stacked
configuration will be presented later.
IV. MEASUREMENT
The mesh filters were measured in a free space quasi-op-
tical (QO) system driven by a vector network analyzer. A trans-
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the transmissometer. H1 and H2 denote the cor-
rugated feed-horns; F1 is an ellipsoidal reflector with a focal length of 250 mm;
F2 is a spherical mirror with a focal length of 83 mm; S is the device under test.
missometer configuration as shown in Fig. 5 was used to mea-
sure the transmission coefficient . The QO circuit can serve
frequencies from 110 GHz up to 1 THz. A shaped corrugated
feed horn H1 was used to transform waveguide modes from the
mm-wave extension head to linearly polarized Gaussian beams
in free space. An ellipsoidal reflector F1 receives the signal-
beam diverging from the horn and transforms it into a linearly-
polarized quasi-collimated beam. This is subsequently focused
by a fast spherical mirror F2 and passes through the device
under test (DUT). A similar fast spherical mirror and ellipsoidal
reflector condense the transmitted beam into the feed-horn re-
ceiver of another VNA extension head unit. The plane-wave an-
gular-spectrum of the beam incident on the DUT is Gaussian in
form with a small width-parameter of only 1 at 110 GHz. In all
cases, the beam is at normal incidence with its TE polarization
aligned to the vertical slots of the mesh filters.
In this paper, the measurement band is limited to
220–325 GHz by the WR-3 waveguide extension heads.
The beam spot radius is 1.25 mm over the band. The DUT is
12 mm 15 mm in size with a mesh area of 9 mm 9 mm. The
small beam spot therefore regards the sample as a large plane
surface so that edge-diffraction effects are not considered. The
transmission measurement was calibrated by a ‘thru’ response
providing a dynamic range of 60 dB. A reflectometer configura-
tion, similar to that demonstrated in [24], was used to measure
the reflection coefficients and . The calibration was
performed on a reference metal-plate reflector at the position
of the DUT. The dynamic range was 55 dB.
Fig. 6 shows the measured and simulated responses of
the mesh filter. Table I compares their resonant frequencies,
-factors, and minimum insertion losses. The -factors agree
closely; to within 4.3%. The measured resonant frequency is
2.5% higher. This is caused by fabrication tolerances mainly
from two factors. First is the thickness of the SU-8 base ma-
terial. However, as discussed earlier, the resonant frequency is
not very sensitive to this. In the worst case scenario, assuming
a thickness inaccuracy of 20 m, the frequency would have
been shifted by only 0.2 GHz. The second factor is the sidewall
slope of thick SU-8 structures. As the thickness increases, it
becomes increasingly difficult for the UV to penetrate into
Fig. 6. Measured transmission and reflection responses of the
mesh filter in comparison with the simulations.
TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION
the lower part of the SU-8 layer. Therefore, the dimensions
of the slots in the upper part the SU-8, facing UV, are defined
more accurately than those in the lower part. This produces
narrowing channels with non-vertical walls, which effectively
reduces the length of the cross-aperture and increases the
resonant frequency. The narrowing channel also increases the
-factor slightly. To account for the full frequency discrepancy
between simulation and measurement, a deviation of 2.5 from
vertical would be expected according to full-wave modeling. A
simple optical measurement of the DUT indicated the deviation
was around 1.9 .
As mentioned earlier, one way to further increase the thick-
ness of the mesh filter is to stack two mesh filters on top of each
other, effectively making a 0.6-mm-thick structure. The effect
of doing this can be seen from Fig. 7. The resonance curve be-
comes sharper indicating an increased -factor, measured to be
27. This is consistent with the simulated -factor of 28 when
0.6 mm. However, the measured insertion loss is 4.3 dB,
which is significantly higher than the predicted 1.0 dB. This
extra loss is most likely to be due to contact gap and misalign-
ment between the two meshes. This assembly error can be mit-
igated in future by applying micro-alignment procedures.
When two mesh filters are placed in proximity to each other,
electromagnetic coupling between them occurs. With a proper
control of the coupling level, a two-pole filter can be realized.
Such a coupling structure can be represented by Fig. 3(b), analo-
gous to resonator-coupled microwave filters [25]. The main dif-
ference lies in that here plane waves, rather than guided waves,
are coupled to and through the two resonators. The bandwidth
and matching of the passband can be adjusted to some extent
by altering the distance between the two mesh filters. Applying
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Fig. 7. Measured transmission responses of two mesh filters stacked together,
in comparison with a single mesh filter.
Fig. 8. Transmission and reflection responses of a two-pole mesh filter. Inset:
Exploded view. A and B: mesh filter-1 and -2; S: SU-8 based spacer.
dielectric overlays is another effective way of shaping the pass-
band characteristics [1].
The two-pole, coupled-mesh filter set, was devised as illus-
trated by the inset of Fig. 8. The two mesh filters are separated
by a 0.30-mm-thick spacer formed of bare SU-8. This triple-
layer assembly was clamped together using a sample holder
for measurements. Its performance was successfully verified as
shown in Fig. 8. The frequency shift is attributed to the slight
de-tuning of the individual mesh filter as mentioned earlier.
Since the two mesh structures (A and B) are not identical due
to fabrication tolerance, the measured and are slightly
different. By adjusting the separation between the two mesh
filters, the bandwidth and matching of the two-pole filter can
be changed and optimized. For example, in Fig. 9(a), by in-
creasing the separation from 0.30 mm (the case of Fig. 8) to
0.34 mm, the bandwidth is increased and two distinct reflection
Fig. 9. (a) Simulated passband responses with different separations (in mil-
limeters) between the two mesh filters. (b) Measurement results for 0.3 mm
(Case-1 using one spacer as in Fig. 8) and 0.6 mm (Case-2 using two
spacers).
zeros appear. Another similar matching condition can be real-
ized at a much larger separation of 0.64 mm, i.e., . This
is not possible for conventional single-element resonators, as
the coupling (usually through evanescent wave modes) would
drop rapidly with distance. In the case of the periodic mesh
structure, the transmitted wave through one mesh filter keeps
its planar wave-front and does not decay much. So the coupling
level can be restored at intervals as in transmission lines. For
the same reason with regard to plane wave interaction, the cou-
plings in the triple-layer structures are not sensitive to misalign-
ment between the two mesh filters. This is an advantage over
evanescent-coupling-based filters, such as waveguide cavity fil-
ters. When the two mesh filters are in very close proximity,
e.g., 0.05 mm, a third matching condition can be met as
shown in Fig. 9(a).Now is comparable to the slot width, so the
coupling should be attributed to evanescent modes of the mesh
filter. Practically, this condition is not very useful because of its
sensitivity to the distance between the meshes. Finally, Fig. 9(b)
compares two cases with different separations between mesh fil-
ters. Case-1 is the device in Fig. 8, whereas Case-2 used two
spacers to separate the mesh filters by, nominally, 0.6 mm.
Their performances are experimentally verified.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper reported several free-space bandpass filters based
on a thick mesh filter structure and fabricated using SU-8 mi-
cromachining techniques. The increased thickness is the key
feature of the mesh filter, with a thickness-to-slot ratio of 5.
This thickness is a new degree of freedom in shaping the res-
onance characteristics. The loaded -factors of the mesh filter
increase linearly with thickness. The enhanced -factor poten-
tially provides higher sensitivity and frequency resolution when
used to characterize materials or as a resonator-based sensor.
Apart from the fundamental resonance of a normal mesh filter,
the thick structure accommodates another almost independent
resonance of the waveguide-mode nature—the so-called thick-
ness peak. This feature may be explored for multifrequency ma-
terial characterization.
Although the SU-8 material can be used to form structures
as thick as 2 mm, the achievable thickness of the single layer
mesh filter in this work is limited by the line-of-sight evapora-
tion method used. Sputtering can overcome this limitation. A
thicker structure has been formed by stacking two individually
made filters. Further increase in -factor has been achieved.
The challenge in this case is to improve the contact and align-
ment between layers. By properly coupling (or cascading [1])
two mesh filters together, controllable passband characteristics
(bandwidth and matching) have been demonstrated. It has also
been shown that matching conditions can be realized at vastly
different separations from close proximity of 0.05 mm to over
half a wavelength, at . The advantage of coupling via
plane waves over a relatively large separation is its low sen-
sitivity to misalignment.
All of the above-mentioned configurations of mesh filters
have been experimentally verified, and good agreements have
been achieved between the measurements and designs. The
2.5% discrepancy in resonant frequencies can be largely at-
tributed to the sidewall slope. For the single mesh filter and
the two-pole filters, the slightly higher insertion losses are
conductor losses not accounted for. For the stacked filters,
the contact and alignment problems have caused significantly
higher loss than the predicted.
The presented mesh filters have achieved high -factors of
16.3 with a thickness of 0.3 mm and 27 with a thickness of
0.6 mm at 300 GHz. This is significantly higher than for a thin
mesh filter, and compares favorably with those in [14], [15]
which demonstrated Q-factors of less than 7.5 from 138 GHz
up to 1 THz. The -factor is not only enhanced by the useful
thickness, but also by the elimination of dielectric losses. The
increased -factor of the thick mesh filter can be enhanced fur-
ther by combining with other techniques, promising to achieve
orders of magnitude increase. The thick mesh filter designs
demonstrated here can be scaled to terahertz frequencies for
potential applications such as sensing and material character-
izations. This resonator-based frequency-domain techniques
may become a useful complement to existing time-domain
techniques.
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